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This agenda suggests a series of questions to ask to determine 
whether a proposed bill meets technical requirements. It is 
desig~ed for use on large and comprehensive bills; many of its 
questions may prove irrelevant for short bills. 
A technical check of a bill may help reveal its purposes. It 
may reveal important weaknesses in its structure or expression. It 
cannot, however, reveal its substantive worth. For any but the 
simplest bill, only a detailed research report that relates the 
proposed bill to its social, political and economic setting, can 
provide a basis for substantive assessment. 
Nevertheless, in this Tech Check check list, we have included 
a few issues of substance, on the principle that these have such 
importance that even without an adequate research report a reviewer 
of a bill should at least turn attention to them - - problems of the 
Rule of Law and human rights, for example. We identify these 
specifically below. 
1. Critique the bill's ordering . 
You assess the internal logic of a bill by examining its 
grouping and ordering. To do that, first make an outline of the 
bill's Parts, chapters and sections. 'Ordering' refers to the order 
in which the major sections appear; 'grouping' refers to the array 
of propositions within each Part, chapter, or section. Between 
them, a bill's grouping and ordering determine its logical 
structure. 
To analyze that logical structure, you must assess its 
grouping and ordering. First, examine the order of the Parts of 
the bill; second, the chapters within each Part; and lastly the 
sections (or articles) within each chapter. You should then 
examine the bill's grouping, as discussed in the next section; here 
we discuss only ordering . 
Does the order of the Parts, chapters or sections hold 
together logically? That means, Can you find a general propos~ti?n 
or rule that fits the ordering of the Parts, the chapters within 
each Part, and the sections within each chapter? Can you find some 
other proposition that would better order the Parts, chapters or 
sections? 
It sometimes happens that no proposition readily appears to 
cover all the Parts. For example, in a single proposed bill, Part 
I concerned central banking, Part II, commercial banking, Part III, 
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savings banks, Part IV, insurance companies, and Part V, securities 
exchanges. Only a banal and vacuous general proposition could 
cover these five Parts (for example, "The subject matter of the 
bill's Parts concerns financial institutions") . The enormous 
breadth of the term 'financial ins ti tut ions' suggests that the 
drafter has 'stuffed' the bill, that is, tried cover too many' 
issues in the one bill. Instead of a monster of a 'stuffed' bill, 
a drafter might better make separate bills out of each of its 
several Parts. 
Many ways of ordering bills exist. A frequent ordering 
Parts is (a) general provisions, (b) the law involved, (c) implemen 
tation and implementing institutions, and (d) sanctions or other 
conformity-inducing devices not earlier discussed. Frequently, a 
drafter orders the sections in a chapter in terms of the time when 
they several actors must do something -- for example, the steps in 
making a mining application. Sometimes chapters are organized in 
terms of subject-matter: One may cover the rules concerning grants 
of mining permuits, a second concerns environmental controls, a 
third, mining safety . 
L f Y 2. Critique the bill's grouping 
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For each Part, do the Chapters contain only subjects for whose 
grouping in that Chapter you can find a general principle that 
makes sense? For each Chapter, do the sections include only 
sections for whose grouping you can find a general principle that 
makes sense? In each case, could you find a better general 
principle, that might require a somewhat different grouping? 
3. Except for sections concerning definitional provisions, General 
Principles and amendments of other laws, does each section address 
behaviors by specific actors? 
Laws prescribe behavior by specific actors. 
make arguments or explanations: That the 
accompanying the bill should do. 
This rule implies some subsidiary rules : 
A bill ought not 
research report 
a. Does each section prescribe behavior in narrow enough 
terms so that the law's addressees will understand what 
they must do in order to conform to it? 
To prescribe behavior in vague terms gives the addressee 
discretion about how to behave. Unless the law confines 
discretion, actors inevitably use discretion in accordance with the 
demands of personal interest and values. See below, Item #4, about 
devices to limit discretion . 
b. Does each section specify the actor involved? 
.1) K L 
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This section has a corollary: 
i. Has the drafter written each section in the active 
voice? 
The active voice necessarily states the actor: 
ball. The passive voice does not necessarily do so: 
hit. A drafter should always use the active voice. 
John hit the 
The ball was 
4. Has the drafter properly limited the discretion that the bill 
allows to actors? 
Frequently the drafter cannot avoid granting some discretion. 
Discretion, however, implies power. Without the exercise of power, 
government becomes impossible. For government to function, 
therefore, some discretion becomes unavoidable. Power, however. 
always contains within itself the potential for abuse. A bill 
should avoid granting lay persons or officials more discretion than 
the nature of the case requires. How to ensure that a bill 
contains no avoidable grants of discretionary power? 
a. Identify each provision in the bill that grants 
discretionary power. 
b. For each grant of discretion, has the drafter provided 
some guide or limit to the discretion granted? 
c. In general, a drafter can limit discretion by one of four 
devices: 
i. By explicitly stating the specific purpose for 
which the bill endows the actor with discretion. 
(Example: "In order to ensure the safety of 
motor vehicles, the Registrar may make regulations 
concerning the safety equipment that its owner 
shall provide for a mOtor vehicle before the owner 
may receive a registration for the vehicle." The 
matter in italics constitutes a statement of the 
purpose of the grant of discretion.) 
ii. By stating the considerations that the actor shall 
take into account in making the decision in 
connection with which the bill grants the actor 
discretion. 
(Example: "(a) A police officer shall arrest a 
person who drives in excess of a reasonable rate of 
speed. (b) In determining whether a driver of a 
motor vehicle drives in excess of a reasonable 
speed, a police officer shall take into account the 
state of the weather, the state of the highway and 
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the state of the traffic." The matter in italics 
constitutes the considerations that the actor must 
take into account in exercising the discretion that 
the bill grants the actor. 
iii. As a prerequisite for the exercise of the 
discretion granted, requiring that the authority 
keep in place regulations stating either the 
explicit purpose of the grant of discretion, or the 
considerations that the authority will take into 
account in exercising the discretion granted. 
(For example: "As a condition for the exercise 
of the power of a Mining Safety Inspector to close 
a mine on the ground that the mine has become 
imminently dangerous, the Mining Safety Board shall 
have in force regulations defining specifically the 
considerations that a Mining Safety Inspector shall 
take into account in making that determination.") 
iv. Prescribing procedures that limit the actor's scope 
of discretion, especially 
(1) requiring that the authority give its decision 
in writing with reasons; 
(2) requiring that the authority hold a hearing or 
otherwise receive inouts from relevant 
stakeholders; and 
(3) permitting appeals from an authority's 
decision, in which the reviewing authority may 
review the adequacy of the considerations that 
the authority took into account in coming to 
decsion. 
(For example: 11 (a) A public authority may :not 
undertake a construction project in excess of 
$1,000,000 unless it first makes and publishes an 
Environmental Impact Statement detailing the impact 
of the project on the environment. (b) Before 
making the Environmental Impact Statement, the 
authority shall hold a public hearing on the 
environmental impact of the project, on at least 
ten days' notice in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the vicinity of the proposed 
project. (c) The authority shall make the 
Environmental Impact Statement in writing, 
detailing the considerations it took into account 
in coming to its decision, and detailing the 
evidence adduced at the hearing in support of each 
consideration taken into account. (d) A party 
1 
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aggrieved by a decision made under this section may 
appeal the decision to the relevant Districtg 
Court. On that appeal, the District Court shall 
consider whether the Environmental Impact Statement 
has an adequate basis in the ecvidence, and whether 
in making that s ·tatement, the authority took into 
account all the relevant considerations") 
Note that where a bill grants discretion to make several sorts 
of discretionary decisions, a blanket provision can prescribe one 
or more of these four ways of limiting discretion. 
For example, a bill might state that "In making decisions under 
sections 8, 11, 12 and 63 of this Act, the Environmental Protection 
Agency shall take into account the protection of the environment, 
including preservation of endangered species and the health of the 
individual members of the population, and the requirements of 
economic development, except that the heal th of the population 
shall shall take precedence over all other considerations . " 
5. Where the bill grants power to an authority to make regulations 
under the bill, does it provide criteria and procedures for the 
exercise of that discretion? 
This rule really serves as a corollary of the preceding one . 
It has such general importance, however, that we set it out here as 
a separate query. 
h. f 'J) 6. Critique the provisions of the bill relating to implementation. 
A bill without adequate implementation provisions will succeed 
only by accident. Although implementation really constitutes a 
matter of substance, not merely of legislative technique, it has 
such importance -- and drafters so frequently overlook it -- that 
we include it in the Tech Check . 
7 . Critique the bill with respect to its impact on the Rule of Law 
and human rights. 
This matter is so important that a reviewer ought at least to 
turn attention to it. The principal Rukle of Lawn otions concern 
the e x tent of discretion, mentioned above . The principal human 
rights provisions concern (a) matters relating to procedural 
fairness (for example, hearings on disputed claims); (b) matters 
relating to inappropriate discriminatiuon on grounds of ethnicity, 
religion, sexual preference, or gender, and (c) matters interfering 
with the exercize of democratic rights (for e x ample, freedom of 
expression) . 
8. Critique the bill with respect to its impact on women, 
children, the poor, minorities, and the environment. 
• 
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Again, although a matter of substance, reviewers ought at 
least to turn their attention to the impact of the bill on 
interests typically poorly represented in the halls of power, and 
hence too easily neglected . 
K L f7 9. Critique the sections of the bill dealing with penal sanctions. 
L 
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Where a bill includes some penal sanctions, typically civil 
servants and others who write the Concept Paper leave their 
determination to the central drafting office. As a principal 
requirement, the drafter must ensure that the punishment fits the 
crime -- what criminologists call the principle of Proportionality: 
The drafter should reserve the most serious sanction for the most 
serious offender. If the criminal justice system prescribes death 
for murderers and traitors, whatever the pressure to deal harshly 
with lesser crimes, a drafter ought not prescribe death for crimes 
like dealing in drugs or official corruption, not to speak of 
economic crimes like smuggling or evading the laws concerning 
foreign currency . 
10. Critique the bill's dispute-settlement provisions. 
One can hardly imagine a bill under which some disputes will 
not occur. Unless a bill makes specific provision for them, those 
disputes will inevitably fall for decision before the country's 
courts, if at all. First, especially when the bill will likely 
give rise to disputes between a Ministry or other agency and a 
member of the public (for example, a mining bill or an electricity 
bill), for some potential litigants (particularly foreign 
investors) it may seem unfair for a government to have its disputes 
settled by its own courts. Second, where the dispute concerns the 
appropriateness of the exercise of ministerial discretion, unless 
otherwise limited, on an appeal to a court the court can easily 
substitute its discretion for the Ministry. The law, however, 
presumably gave the decision to the Ministry because of its special 
expertise in the field . How to make sure that justice is done, 
without having the court invade the area of ministerial expertise? 
Third, where litigants will likely be concerned with relatively 
small claims, courts may prove too expensive for them; perhaps some 
alternative tribunal would work better. A person reviewing 
legislation ought to consider these and similar issues. 
11. Scrutinize the bill for ambiguities and vagueness. 
An ambiguity exists when a word might have either of two or 
more meanings . Vagueness exists when one cannot determine 
accurately any specific referent for a word. Drafters should never 
use ambiguous words. Sometimes, however, to encourage passage _of 
a bill, a drafter may use a vague term to permit contending sets of 
legislators each to believe that the bill accommodates their 
conflicting demands -- in effect , lea v ing to future interpretation 
by officials or courts the precis e meaning of the law . 
Kl f 
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Searching out ambiguities and vagueness in a bill constitutes 
a powerful weapon to expose its weaknesses. A drafter can scarcely 
ave a more important attribute than a well-developed nose for 
ambiguitiy and vagueness. 
12. Play the 'what if?' game. 
To avoid unanticipated consequences for a bill, it helps to 
test as many sorts of possible situations against the bill as one 
can imagine. (For this, of course, presenting the bill for 
scrutiny by people familiar with its substance helps) 
13. Critique the provisions of the bill that aid in its 
interpretation. 
Five provisions of a bill have the function of helping 
officials, judges and citizens to interpret it: The title, the 
preamble (if any), the legislative finding of facts (if any), the 
General Principles sections, and the definitional sections. (The 
last of these we discuss below, as #11.) 
a. The title. 
A title that merely states the general subject matter -- for 
example, "The Motor Vehicle Registration Law" -- gives no aid in 
interpretation. A more precise title - - for example, "A Law to 
Improve the Safety of Motor Vehicles II may, by suggesting the 
purpose of instituting a registration system for automobiles, help 
solve some interpretation problems. 
b. The Preamble. 
In some countries' practice, bills frequently come with an 
extensive Preamble, each paragraph of which begins with 
"Whereas.... " A preamble ' s utility is limited to aiding in 
interpretation. If ou onsider a bill containin a preamble you 
should ask, whether the prea e will in ac aid in 
interpretation. Like findings of fact and General Principles 
sections, to often preamble come in such general terms as to add 
nothing to the bill. 
Compare two possible preambles to a Government Procurement 
Law: 
(i) "Whereas Booga-Booga has embarked on a Program of 
Development and Construction, and Whereas a more 
efficient system of government procurement will aid that 
Program, Now, therefore, be it enacted as follows: ... . " 
(ii) 11 Whereas in the past, in procuring goods and services for 
government, favoritism, cronyism, nepotism and other 
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means have resulted in government procuring less 
satisfactory goods and services at a higher price than it 
otherwise might have obtained or paid, and Whereas in 
practically all cases open competition through public 
bidding will avoid these evils, Now, therefore, be it 
enacted as follows .... " 
The first of these hypothetical preambles cannot help an 
official in interpreting the new law; better to omit it than to 
include mere windy words. The second might prove of some help; it 
at least tells officials and others that in interpreting the bill, 
they shall adopt that interpretation that furthers public bidding 
as the mode of acquiring goods and services for government. 
c. Legislative findings of fact. 
For reasons peculiar to the interpretation of that county's 
constitution, in lieu of a preamble, the United States Congress has 
occasionally included in a law Congressional Findings of Fact. 
These summarize the facts that have led to Congress to enact the 
law involved . It seems possible to use this form to summarize the 
findings of the Research Report, and thus give those who read the 
bill some basis for interpreting it. 
d. General Principles provisions. 
This has become far and away the most frequent form by which 
drafters signal the information sometimes contained in the title, 
preamble or findings of fact . Mostly, General Principles clauses 
remain empty; they seem to flow easily from one bill to another. 
(For example: "This law has the purpose of improving the quality of 
life of ordinary citizens of Booga-Booga") . The test for a 
competent General Principles section ought to lie in its utility in 
helping in the interpretation of the new law. 
Early in the General Principles section frequently the 
first or second section of a bill,-- the drafter ought to include 
a summary statement about what the bill does. That makes it much 
easier for a reader to learn quickly the general contents of the 
bill, rather than wading through many pages to arrive at its 
thrust. 
14. Critique the definitional sections. 
a. Is each definitional section at an appropriate place in 
the bill? 
In general, it aids understanding to place the section giving 
the definition of a particular word or phrase at the point at wh~ch 
that word or phrase first appears in the bill. (As to that word or 
phrase, the principal interpretation section then need only say 
that" [the word or phrase being construed] has the meaning given it 
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in Section xx.") 
Where should the principal definitional section appear? 
Frequently it appears in the very beginning of a bill, as though 
readers would first read that section, and remember it as the words 
its construes appear elsewhere in the bill. An alternative places 
the principal definitional section at the end of the bill, in 
effect as a reference glossary. Where country practice does not 
foreclose the drafter's choice, it seems that including the 
definitional section at the end of the bill promotes clarity --
after all, most readers skip the definitional section until finding 
a word whose meaning seems obscure. 
b. Do the definitional sections rigidly follow the form, "In 
this bill, 'xx' means yy," or "In this bill, 'xx' 
includes yy." 
Do not use the form, "xx shall mean yy." The word 'shall' in 
this context performs no function. Do not use the form, "In this 
bill, unless the context indicates otherwise, the word xx means 
yy." As we discuss below, a bill should employ the same word to 
mean the same thing every place the word appears in the bill. The 
italicized phrase only indicates that the drafter fears that the 
bill may violate that fundamental rule. A drafter must draft more 
accurately than that. 
c. Does the bill use the form "In this bill, the word 'xx' 
means and includes yy. 11 
Where a definition states that a word 'means' something, it 
means that and nothing else . If a definition states that a word 
'includes' something, the word denotes that thing and at least one 
other thing. The phrase, 'means and includes' contradicts itself; 
it literally has no meaning. 
d. Do the definitional sections adopt strange or unusual 
meanings for a word? 
Interpretative sections invariably prescribe stipulative 
definitions. Where the reader knows generally what the writer 
means by the word (for example, that 'elephant ' refers to that big 
gray moving thing out there) , an appropriate definition merely 
describes the elephant in detail . Where no such prior agreement 
between writer and reader exists -- for example, the meaning of 
words like 'beauty' or 'God' -- an appropriate definition says in 
effect merely that "hereafter, what I mean by the word xx is yy." 
That constitutes a definition by stipulation the writer 
stipulates the meaning. All definitions in legislation constitute 
stipulative definitions. 
Whether a descriptive definition serves its purpose depends 
upon its ruth or falsity . Whether a stipulative definition serves 
p J) k 
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its purpose depends upon its utility. To test a definition in a 
bill (all of which constitute stipulative definitions), you should 
ask whether the definition serves a useful purpose in the bill. 
The test of utility means that the drafter does not have 
freedom to stipulate that a word meana anything the drafter 
chooses . A reader who sees the word "steam engine" in a bill will 
inevitably understand it to mean "steam engine" as commonly 
understood in the language. He will not even bother to read the 
definitions section . If the definition section, however, reads, 
11 In this Act, 'steam engine' includes internal combustion engines, 11 
only confusion can ensue. Hence the rule above: Do not adopt 
strange or unusual definitions for a word . 
e. Does a definition in the bill contain substantive 
provisions? 
Suppose a bill read in part as follows: 
11 (i) In this bill, 'nuisance' means the use of property in a 
way that materially and unreasonably interferes with another 
person's use and enjoyment of that other person's property. 
(ii) No person may commit a nuisance." 
Any litigation arising under that bill would focus not on the 
operative section of the bill -- "No person may commit a nuisance" 
- - but upon its definitional section. That seems - - to put it 
mildly -- awkward . It seems much better to draft that bill thus : 
11 (i) No person may use property in a way that materially and 
unreasonably interferes with another person's use and 
enjoyment of that other person's property . " 
15 . Does the bill rigidly use the same word for the same concept, 
and different words for different concepts? 
This embodies perhaps the most fundamental rule for drafting . 
The drafter should test a bill by a 'horizontal check' : Taking in 
turn each of a bill's key words, the drafter examines each of the 
bill's use of the word, ensuring that when the bill uses that word, 
it does so in precisely the same sense . 
Where the bill uses a word included in a definitional section, 
it must use the word in precisely that sense . You can check this 
by substituting in your mind ' s eye for the defined word, the 
definition given it and make sure that the bill as thus 
hypothetically amended, it makes sense . 
16. Does the bill have adequate transitional provisions? 
Frequentl y , a bill prescribes beha v iors that will supercede an 
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existing state of affairs with the behaviors prescribed in the 
bill. Does the bill make provision for that transition? 
l p 17. Does the bill have adequate consequential provisions? 
Most bills require at least some small (sometimes large) 
changes in existing law . The bill should specify these amendments 
or repeals. 
A drafter should never rely on the lazy drafter's clause: 
"All laws inconsistent with this law are hereby repealed" . The 
drafter has the responsibility of discovering exactly what sections 
of existing law the new law will necessarily amend or repeal. He 
should specify them exactly . 
l.--, p rt) 18 . Does the bill contain a provision about when it comes into 
/ force? 
f )) }( 19 . Do the bill's sections - -
a. in general, restrict each section to one and only one 
concept? 
b. avoid long sentences? 
c. draft in the present and past, rather than the future and 
present? 
d. so far as possible, draft in the singular? 
e. so far as possible avoid the use of 'each', 'all', 
'every', and 'any'? 
f. use tabulations to clarify complicated sentences and 
ideas, and carefully follow the rules for tabulations? 
g. if drafted in English, avoid the use of the verb 'to be' 
in any of its forms? 
h. if drafted in English, avoid the use of the passive 
voice? 
i. if drafted in English, avoid the use of 'provided that ' 
to mean 'except that'? 
j. if drafted in English, rigidly eschew the use of 'such', 
'said', 'hereinbefore', 'hereinafter ' and other similar 
legalisms? 
k. use 'and' and 'or' accurately? 
1. make statements as to time in way that leaves no overlap 
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or gap in a time sequence? 

